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What are mudras?

How do Mudras work?

Mudra in Sanskrit means seal.  It's a hand gesture

that seals in the intention of your meditation or

yoga practice and allows prana, lifeforce, to flow

freely through your body.  The different gestures

provide that beautiful healing energy right at our

fingertips ;) 

Each finger is associate to a different element,

chakra, physical and emotion.  Using mudras

activates different parts of your brain.  They work

by reducing, increasing or stabilizing certain

elements in our bodies that trigger emotions and

negative thoughts.
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Associations

Thumb - Fire element - Solar Plexus Chakra - Digestion -

Sense of sight - Inner strength, willpower

Index - Air element - Heart Chakra - Breathing, Lungs,

Heart - Sense of touch - Freedom, joy, forgiveness,

compassion

Middle - Ether, Space element - Throat Chakra - Throat,

Mouth, Ears - Sense of hearing - Inner peace,

communication, self-expression

Ring - Earth element - Root Chakra - Immune system,

legs/feet - Sense of smell - Stability, grounded in the

present, security

Pinky - Water element - Sacral Chakra - General

Wellbeing, reproductive system - Sense of taste - Letting

go, adaptability, moving forward

Palm - Mind - Third eye Chakra - overall senses and body -

Intuition, intelligence, clarify, imagination
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Benefits of practice with mudras:

Keeps body and mind balanced and healthy

Increases concentration

Helps ease physical symptoms

Helps overcome negative emotions and thoughts

Brings Inner peace

Increases flexibility and mobility in hands and

wrists. 

and of course.... helps you sleep better
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1. When the thumb (fire) touches the tips of

another finger.  That other fingers element will be

stabilized.  So for example if you're having trouble

letting go of something that happened in your day

the thumb touching the pinky (water) will help

stabilize that release/"going with the flow" energy 

2. Palms facing up will open you up to receiving

messages, inspiration, etc

3. Palms facing down will ground you to the

present moment.

Mudra Tips
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Prana means life force so this mudra will increase your vitality and
allow that energy to flow freely.  This practice can build your
immune system as well as strengthen your endurance.  Can use this
mudra for healthier eyes as well.

How to:
-Join the tips of your pinky and ring finger to your thumb.  Do this
on both hands.
-Index and middle finger relax pointing up.
(Like the peace sign but the fingers are together)

Prana Mudra (Life force gesture)
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How does it help you sleep:
The Pinky is associated to water and letting go.
The Ring is associated to Earth and grounding to the present
moment.
When the fire element in the thumb touches the tip of the pinky
and ring fingers it stabilizes those other elements allowing us to let
go of whatever negative thoughts are swimming around in our
minds and grounds us so we can fall asleep soundly.

Shunya means nothingness, zero, silence of infinite space.  It is
perfect if you are feeling spaced out and can't sleep because of it or if
you're feeling dizzy throughout your day.  It is recommended to not
multi-task while doing this mudra and staying still. 

How to:
-Curve the middle finger so the back of the middle finger touches
the base of the thumb
-Apply gentle pressure to the back of the middle finger with your
thumb
-Extend comfortably the other fingers and relax them

Shunya Mudra (Silence of the void gesture)
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How does it help you sleep:
From our association chart: 
Middle finger (space & ether / inner peace, creativity)
Thumb (fire / inner strength, will power)
When the fire element in the thumb touches the back of any finger
(this case being the middle finger) it reduces the element in that
other finger.  Therefore, this mudra will reduce the space element
running through you that's keeping you all wired instead of rested! 
This is best practiced in a moment of silence and can be done a few
times a day for just a couple minutes. 
The more you stick to one specific practice/ tool, the more effective
it will be. 
If you know about ayurveda, this mudra will neutralize the excess
Vata dosha (which is space/wind and main reason I picked this one
to share ;) )
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I hope you found this mini course helpful!!

I would recommend sticking with one mudra for at least a week and
adding it to your meditation or silent time if possible. 
-Journal how you feel afterwards and also how your sleep is
progressing so you can see what is working and what is not. 
-Journal if there are any dreams you are starting to have and if you
know what is causing you to stay up late or toss and turn.

The more awareness you have the more effective these practices
will be!  There are so many tools and mudras out there to help us
sleep better! I want to help you find the tool/practice best suited for
you! 

I'd love to hear your thoughts on this mini course and what else you
would like to learn about.  

You can join the discussion over on my Facebook Group
www.facebook.com/groups/thedreamingyogi or email me at
meli@thedreamingyogi.org

Final suggestions



Want to learn more about mudras??

thedreamingyogi.org

use code TKYMFAM27 for a special discount to 

 "mudras for sleep & emotional Support" course

go to: courses.thedreamingyogi.org



Hello! I'm Meli De Los Santos, I help sleep deprived and stressed
individuals uncover the root cause of their anxieties through
dreamwork.  My personal experience with anxiety, panic
attacks and insomnia did a number on my physical and mental
health. Being able to overcome these obstacles using
dreamwork has inspired me to help  others find the hidden
messages in their dreams and educate on how to use different
holistic modalities for their own unique healing. 

To read more about my story: thedreamingyogi.org

Follow me on IG 
@the_dreaming_yogi

YouTube: bit.ly/thedreamingyogi

About Me


